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2 of 2 customers found this review helpful. 

  

5 of 5 Hard core performance, light weight price. August 04, 2007 

bmontford from Springfield, MO   

This kicks the heck out of most other cards I've auditioned, and this also makes the third Turtle Beach card I've owned. Not sure I'll even buy another brand. You'd have to actually try it against 

something else to hear what I'm trying to tell you, so I won't even bother. Let's just say "superior". It's an enthusiast's card, for certain. It still outperforms most everything so badly it's not funny. Buy 

one, listen, and hear for yourself. (One odd note: I managed to burn the card trying to install it. First time something like that's ever happened in 15 years of working on PCs. Half of one of the gold 

contacts on the cards edge is completely burned off and the fiberglass is scorched! It still works, flawlessly... I'm not so sure about the PCI slot it was plugged into at the time, but the card is sure as 

heck doing it's job.) 

  

Was this review helpful? a   a   

 

  

 

  

1 of 1 customers found this review helpful. 

  

5 of 5 Turtle Beach for some of the best sound your PC September 01, 2007 

tippin from Nashville, KY   

Turtle Beach has always offered an excellent performance to value ratio. I've personally found their products to be more stable than that offered by their competitors. This is the third card I've bought 

from them, and all of them are still used daily. This card is well suited for all uses. Music, home theater, gaming, and most other consumer uses. Pretty much what you really get in the box is an 

exceptionally performing sound card for a very respectable price. Buy one, its possible you might not bother buying anything else. 

  

Was this review helpful? a   a   

Valuea  5

Performancea  5

Ease of Usea  5

Overall Satisfactionm  5
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